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pre-colonial states, on to the restoration of independence
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way as to appeal to all age groups.
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The Swedish Mission Report
This mission which was a follow-up to the Alison visit was intended to assist
further in the development and implementation of the Alison recommendations.
The mission was composed of a team of three prominent Swedish librarians:
Nina Bergstrom, Kerstin Jonsson and Chagan Lalloo.
The Swedish mission, after a visit for the period 11 - 30 January 1982,
produced a report entitled "Zimbabwe: National Library and Documentation
Service". In the report the mission acknowledges that the basic ideas and
major recommendations contained in the Alison Report were sound and of a
character that would properly act as a foundation for a National Library
Service.
The Swedish mission drew up concrete proposals for the establishment of
the National Library and Documentation Service and also made proposals for
a training scheme. In this exercise the mission was greatly assisted by the
information they drew from the four sub-committees of the National Library
and Documentation Council. In essence the Swedish mission was asked
to participate in the formulation of a Project Document which the NLDC was
to produce at the instigation of the Division of Culture in the Ministry of
Education and Culture.
The Swedish Mission Report is now being examined deeply by the Planning
Sub-Committee with the view to presenting it as the basis for the Project
Document to the Ministry of Education and Culture.
Unfortunately only a limited number of the Swedish Mission's Report was
received and almost all distributed to officials and planning committee
members.

S. M. Made
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Censorship is essentially a relative matter. Its imposition, its extent,
and society's perception of it are relative to the era, the place, the
prevailing social climate.
What censors — and the public —
consider acceptable in Harare may shake
the boots off Bulawegians. Many of the
films and books on offer to blase Londoners would cause horrified outrage in
the average Hararean. Books which were
banned here during UDI for political
reasons are now widely available. In
some countries the press is suffocated
and stultified by the censor's control —
in others the only control is financial
expediency. The "pornography" of the
fifties may be considered the erotic artistic expression of the raised consciousness of the eighties. Michaelangelo's
David, no less, was found offensive —
when it appeared in a Lunicorn joke . . .
In times of war, heavy censorship raises
scarcely an eyebrow.
Debate on censorship is recurring,
widespread and often heated. The subject is only slightly less sensitive than
those of politics, religion and sex; it can
rouse strong feelings and stronger words
in its proponents and antagonists. Censorship marches straight into the territory
of human rights; it questions the very
basic principles of freedom of thought
and expression — but also of the protection of the young and vulnerable.
For librarians it raises other issues: to
what extent they can or should assume
the role of censor; how far they should go
in supporting such censorship as the
state imposes; and what relationship, if

HELGA PATRIKIOS*~
any, should exist between censorship
and book selection.
It may be useful here to define our
term. The original censor was the ancient
Roman magistrate who drew up the
census and supervised public morals.
The Oxford English dictionary1 defines
a censor as
1. ... person expressing opinion on
others' morals and conduct
2. official licensing or suppressing as
immoral, seditious or inopportune,
books, plays, letters, news, or military intelligence . . . Hence . . .
censorship.
In this context we can look at three
broad categories of censorship:
(i) The 'official licensing' (as in 2 above)
in the field of the arts, which in Zimbabwe
is undertaken by the Board of Censors,
under the Ministry of Home Affairs, and
in terms of the Censorship and Entertainments Control Act, 1967. The Board
is concerned mainly with films, books
and live entertainment. It will view 300400 films a year, rejects perhaps 15 to
20, may insist on cuts and can impose
an age classification, from general viewing to no persons under 18. It has a panel
of readers -- up to 12 people will
* Mrs Patrikios is Assistant Librarian, University of Zimbabwe Medical Library.
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Censorship
examine books which have been submitted to the Board as objectionable, usually
by members of the public, the Department of Customs and Excise and commercial booksellers. Each of the nine
members of the publications committee
is appointed by the Minister for one
year, and may at his discretion be reappointed. This committee can declare a
work to be "undesirable" (meaning it
may not be sold), or "undesirable and
prohibited" (making its possession an
offence). There is an Appeal Board
which considers appeals against the
Board's judgements. Librarians are, of
course, bound by the decisions of such a
national board, and must accept its
rulings.
(ii) The individual as censor — exercising
auto- or self-censorship. This can happen
unconsciously, when, for instance, a
reader avoids works which he senses will
be in conflict with his own political or
ethical framework. Or he may be helped
towards a conscious decision by the
practice in some libraries of designating
books as controversial or "disturbing"
with special stamps or codes. Such a
system is specifically designed for selfcensorship (or you could call it selfprotection); it avoids the need for restricted acess to or prohibition of "offensive" material. The reader thus has only
himself to blame if he is shocked or
offended.
(iii) The unofficial exercise of censorial
powers by the librarian, as described in
1 above, but in terms of publications
rather than persons. One commentator
has described this as "officious supervision", and "well-intentioned meddlesomeness".2
Anyone engaged in the business of
communications — not just librarians
but also broadcasters, journalists,
teachers, even politician and clergymen
— may find themselves assuming the

role of censor. These communicators
have varying degrees of control over the
material or information they issue either interpreting the wishes of their
employers, or propagating their own
views, predispositions or prejudices.
They can use a very subtle kind of
preemptive censorship: when they spot
potential controversy or danger they
just ignore and omit the troublesome
item.
Some basic assumptions are made in
relation to censorship. These assumptions are invoked where censorship is
practised, with perhaps less conviction
in democratic societies. The common
ones are:
(i) Reading affects people,
(ii) A balance must be found between
the needs of society as a whole, and the
freedom of the individual. This balance
is seen as an essential element of a
democratic system, and as the means of
avoiding the poles of anarchy and totalitarianism.
(iii) We accept many limitations on our
freedom through the structures on which
society is built — e.g. taxation, compulsory education, licensing and restriction of various amenities; and while
freedom of thought is generally accepted
as inviolate, full freedom of expression
is not tolerated by most societies. The
law imposes basic restrictions in terms
of libel, slander, false reports; in varying
degrees the law is also held responsible
for suppressing such "products of our
fertile imaginations"3 and any other
communications in graphic form as are
considered dangerous, actually or potentially, to the society or its individuals,
(iv) This assumption leads to the next
that there must be a person or persons
capable of deciding what constitutes
danger or evil, such persons being
designated censors.

(v) These assumptions seem to rest
heavily on the next: that while the censor
is capable of recognising evil, the people
— hoipoloi —are not, and must therefore
be protected; they are "not bright enough,
not good enough, not trustworthy
enough" to protect themselves.4 The nice
declension "we are nauseated, they would
be depraved and corrupted" (see below)
fits in well here. This lack of faith in the
discriminatory powers of the "Many" is
the core of most of the arguments in
favour of censorship. The corollary
argument is then whether or not it is the
duty of society to protect people "from
themselves", as is the case with minors
and mental patients. Proponents invoke
a relationship — putative and unproven
- between pornography, and sedition
and social decay.
Do any facts or proof lie behind these
assumptions and arguments? What is
the relationship between the rise in the
incidence of violent crimes, the increase
in "permissive", unorthodox and criminal sex practices, and the parallel rise in
the portrayal of violence in the media, in
the number of pornographic publications,
and the greater explicitness of the portrayal of sexual behaviour in the media?
Do the media simply reflect such cultural
changes — or do they help to promote
them?
What evidence there is on the effects
of violence and pornography in the media
comes from a vast range of published
studies. Such studies cannot be absolutely conclusive, and are sometimes
contradictory; their evidence is necessarily probabilistic, and is presented,
necessarily, tentatively— since no certain
judgements can be made from them as
to which sections of the community are
vulnerable to damage by what sort of
communication. They have in fact provoked a whole new outcrop of critical

literature on their methodology, which
is indeed often dubious. Field studies,
experimental field studies, laboratory
experiments, and individual case histories are the most widely used forms of
investigation; unfortunately only the
most "unnatural" of these, the experimental laboratory studies, can withstand
rigorous scientific scrutiny. These methods have varying degrees of faults and
weaknesses; they have produced some
contradictory evidence; yet they have as
a whole produced similar conclusions.
In the area of TV and film violence
three hypotheses have been made:
1. Violence has no effect on the viewer
— the null hypothesis
2. Viewing violence reduces aggressive
behaviour — the catharsis effect
3. Viewing violence stimulates aggressive
behaviour — the activation effect.
The majority of studies, including a
US Commission on violence and pornography, strongly support the last hypothesis. The increase in acts of violence
may be attributed to a "stimulus response" (as it is in the work of Leonard
Berkowitz on aggression, often cited in
evidence against the catharsis hypothesis) or to the learning of patterns of
violence from role models (the theory of
A. Bandura in his view of aggressive
behaviour as cultural rather than instinctive in origin).5
Eysenck and Nias remind us of court
cases which provide illustrative case
histories (suggesting causal links rather
than offering scientific proof, as they
point out) of the activation hypothesis:
the trial for the murder of an old tramp
by a young boy, acting out in considerable
detail scenes from A clockwork orange;
three murder trials said by a leading
Scottish advocate to have been "triggered off by seeing the same film; a
case of sexual assault on an 11-year-old
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girl by a man who had seen The exorcist a
few hours earlier; a death by stabbing in
the throat, the killer having only a few
hours before seen The omen in which a
child's nurse is similarly killed. 6
The work of W A Belson with teenage boys shows a strong association
between high exposure to TV violence,
and criminal and violent behaviour. He
and other researchers have warned of
the dangers of "neo-realistic police and
detective programmes" 7 , such as The
Sweeney, Starsky and Hutch, and Cannon
— as opposed to historical war films and
westerns, which are perhaps too stylized
or "remote" to be taken seriously by
young viewers.
Horror comics too have been implicated: Wertham's work Seduction of
the innocent claims to prove a connection
between horror comics and criminal acts
- and the following year the British
Government passed the Children and
Young Persons (Harmful Publications)
Act (1959).
The effects of pornography appear, in
comparison, to be very variable, and
research in this area is inconsistent with
the violence research8. The catharsis or
safelty valve hypothesis gains some
ground here (and is particularly supported in studies of sexual humour.) A
much-cited Danish study found that
there had been a significant decrease in
Denmark, since the free availability of
pornography, in the number of sex
crimes, particularly child molestation; it
claimed that various factors suggested
that this easy availability was the direct
cause of the decrease.9 (Critics of this
study suggest that tolerance of deviant
sexual behaviour has increased, and
reporting and prosecution of sex offences
has therefore decreased . . .) There are
many more studies, however, which
indicate that sexual arousal from por-

nography and erotica can facilitate
aggression.
Other conclusions that emerge from
the complex and voluminous research in
this field are that pornography causes a
temporary and transitory increase in
sexual activity; that negative emotions
may accompany sexual arousal, more so
with "hard-core" pornography; that a
disinhibiting effect has not been demonstrated, nor even a "trigger" effect. And
yet examples of this trigger effect in
illustrative case histories — most convincing to the layman — abound: among
them the case of the so-called Moors
Murderers, Ian Brady and Myra Hindley,
who were convicted of torturing and
murdering a ten-year-old girl, and had
been reading de Sade and other sadistic
works.
The effects of pornography on feelings
and attitudes to sex have been little
examined. Children would presumably
be most vulnerable to possible damage
from exposure to pornography — and
yet their reactions to it cannot for obvious
reasons be examined. On the other
hand, it is accepted that pornographic
material can help, through behaviour
therapy, in solving some deep-seated
sexual problems.
Meanwhile most countries continue
to impose varying degrees of censorship.
Its extent seems to relate mainly to the
political climate of the country in question; its major aim is protection —
protection of the community, its institutions and its individuals — from the
adverse effects of subversive and pornographic literature, and of other art and
entertainment forms. Whether the rise
of democracy and the growing freedom
of the individual from the domination of
Church and State led to laxer morals and
lower moral values, or whether this
freedom stimulated in the individual the
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expectation of access to the full range of
literature and other art forms previously
denied him by his socio-economic status,
is debatable. However, it seems that the
aim of censorship in modern democracies
remains the same as it was when undertaken by the Church or by heads of state
in more autocratic eras — to protect
their institutions and the morals of their
members. The aim is essentially "to
protect the people from evil", to suppress
works whose tendency is, in the immortal
words of Chief Justice Cockburn in
1868, "to deprave and corrupt those
whose minds are open to such immoral
influences". 10
Censorship in a totalitarian system,
the most extreme version of "protection",
aims to exclude the communication of
all dissonant, hostile or potentially
subversive matter. The security of the
State is the prime concern, and nothing
in the way of foreign ideologies, criticism
or even artistic expression must be
allowed to erode that security. Censorship of everything outside the accepted
limits of the system must be complete.
Another form of censorship could
occur in developing countries, where it
may be felt that primitive societies and
their new literates need protection from
too sudden an onslaught of influences
from outside their society.
Apart from the official censorship
practised by the State, there are the
unofficial methods, which vary according
to the medium of communication. Those
that concern us here, used by librarians,
range from overt to covert to subconscious.
The most effective method is simply
omission — material thought offensive
for any reason is simply passed over by
the librarian in the process of book
selection. It is rejected — and since
relatively few readers can buy everything

they wish to read, this effectively censors
the book for the majority of readers. The
material may be rejected on moral,
religious or political grounds.
The librarian can either limit access
to a book by removing it from the open
shelves and keeping it "under the
counter" for approved readers, or by
ordering only one copy of a work, so that
the waiting list ensures that it does not
reach the open shelves for a long time.
The public librarian may also wish or
have to respond to complaints from
individual readers, organised groups,
or committee members, who for political
or personal reasons use their influence
to protect ratepayers. There have been
several causes celebres in recent decades
where public librarians, their patrons or
their local authorities have attempted
successfully to impose local censorship
where no national decision has been
made. The "P. G. Wodehouse affair"
was an attempt to ban books on the
grounds purely of the author's unrelated
war-time activities, judged by those who
banned his works to be treasonable.
(Wodehouse has since been cleared of
the slur of collaborating with the Germans
in World War II). The "blacking-out" of
betting news in newspapers, the banning
of the Daily Worker and fascist and
anarchist newspapers in libraries, the
restriction orrejection of works by Enid
Blyton, Richmal Crompton and Angela
Brazil are further examples of unofficial
action in recent years, when personal
tastes and biases were being imposed on
the public.
Even Donald Duck has been in trouble
- with some Finnish librarians who
banned him because not only did he set
a bad bourgeois example as a single
parent — but he was naked to boot.
The field of sexual morals or mores
provides the greatest number of examples
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legitimate interest'; and that as far as
moral, political, religious or racial issues
might arise, the law of the land should be
the only restrictive factor.
The American Library Association in
its Bill of Rights went even further (as
have the Canadian, Australian and
Scandinavian library associations) in its
commitment to the ideal of full intellectual freedom. Among the conscious aims
of the ALA, for instance, is that of
representing all points of view concerning
the problems and issues of our time (and
presumably also of the past), regardless
of the race, nationality, social, political
or religious views of the author; and
regardless also of whether the material
be offensive to sections of the community
- e.g. racialist or sexist in content —
and however repugnant to the principles
of equality . . . (Violations of this Bill of
Rights were to be punishable by sanctions, and in Denmark the exclusion of
books which are controversial but of
good quality is a breach of the law).
There appear, in practice, to be three
broad approaches to book selection: a
strong tendency to accept demand as
the major criterion; the idealistic approach as embodied in the ALA Bill of
Rights and in the Danish Public Libraries
Act; and the approach embodying the
fact (or fallacy, depending on one's
point of view) of fallibility — fallibility of
the book selector, who cannot or will not
practise objectivity; and/or fallibility of
the reader in particular and society in
general, seen to be in need of protection.
The first approach seems to be the
most common, and while objectivity can
often be shown to be lacking it demonstrates an honest attempt to adhere to
the basic principles of book selection,
even if it does not aspire to or attain the
idealised situation required by the
Danish Act -- where presumably a

of local censorship being brought to
bear in the interests of local morals —
thereby showing a tacit disapproval of
the state's inaction.
After the acquittal of Lady Chatterley's
lover at the Old Bailey several local
authorities continued to reject the book
from their libraries. The Tropic of
Cancer and Last ex.it to Brooklyn are
among examples of erotica or "frank
realism" to have aroused similar controversy and been subjected to limited
access or rejection in some cases. In the
municipally subsidised library in Harare
books dealing with "perversions" are
sometimes submitted to the Board of
Censors, while frank books on "straight
sex" are usually considered acceptable
if the Board has not banned them.
Complaints are referred to the committee
of management, which may also refer a
work to the Board. (It seems that the
Board "misses a lot" . . .) Similar
methods of censorship are undoubtedly
widely used by librarians throughout the
world, wherever there is "controversial"
material available inside the law.
Librarians concerned with book selection are inevitably concerned with the
issues discussed earlier. Their aims must
at times be in conflict with some of the
assumptions behind the practice of
censorship.
The national library associations of many
countries stress the duty of the librarian
to promote the development of all fields
of knowledge: and to foster the spiritual,
creative, social, political, aesthetic and
material interests, abilities and needs of
the individual, the community and the
nation. But some go further: In Britain
the Library Association issued a
statement relating to book selection
in 1963, indicating that a library
should provide all material, 'other than
the trivial, in which its readers claim

eric edwoods 5547
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demand for worthless material is not
forthcoming, and all readers are mature
enough to benefit from the complete
freedom from prohibition offered them?
Both these approaches reflect the essentially positive process of book selection.
Thus the librarian endeavours to fulfil
the main purpose of the library — that of
supplying the materials which users will
find valuable and useful. His task should
be limited only by financial considerations, and by the assessments made by
him on how best to meet the needs of the
library. His decision will be based on the
merits, objectively judged, of a whole
work, not on its parts, or its author. In
the approach based on the fallibility
theory the censor looks not at the merit
of the whole, but for possible harmful
effects in certain parts. The process of
censorship here encroaches on the positive aims of book selection.
Thompson, Carter, Bonk and Magrill
all evince deep concern at the actual and
potential power and dangers of the
encroachment of censorship into the
sphere of book selection. They see it as a
serious threat to the essential neutrality
of the library; and the preservation of
that neutrality as a vital duty of the
librarian. The consensus of such commentators is that there should be no
more than a complementary relationship
between the processes of selection and
censorship.
Our Censorship Board is conscious of
the increasing prevalence of violence,
perverted sex and sexual violence in
films and books. It also sees public
opinion as a changing process. (Zimbabwe Television, which co-operates
with the Censorship Board in the showing
of films, and restricts programming of
"adult" material to the slots after 9
p.m., depends a great deal on public
opinion too, and responds to criticisms
of controversial matter from the public
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on an informal basis.) Both ZTV and the
Censorship Board feel a duty to reflect
public opinion. Certainly the decisions
of the Board recently have shown great
adaptability to the changed circumstances of the country; and clearly it
intends that its composition and that of
the Appeal Board should reflect such
changes. (The recent case of Dambudzo
Marechera's Black sunlight, first banned
then released on appeal, shows a radical
change of attitude, as did the "unbanning" of many political works in 1980
after Independence.)
Such changes should be a reminder to
the librarian that he too must remain
actively alert to new developments in
his society, and how they affect the
needs and tastes of readers. Whatever
our personal convictions on the principle
of censorship may be, we would be wise
to expect that, as the man said about
sex, it is here to stay. We must also
expect or at least hope that by a
process of inspired guesswork, or better
still, informed judgement, a reasonable
scale of values will be adopted and used
at all times by our censoring bodies, so
that their decisions will reflect a kind of
consensus of what is permissible and
what is dangerous or offensive to the
society of our time and our country. The
fact is that official censorship on a
national level must be entrusted with
maintaining the delicate balance between
the needs of the community and the
rights of the individual.
It remains, however, for the librarian
to pursue the stated objectives of libraries
in true democracies in vehemently asserting their resistance to all attempts at
prohibition, suppression and restrictions
in the field of intellectual freedom. He
betrays his professional status and code
of ethics, written and unwritten, if he
allows the boundaries of book selection
and censorship to become blurred.

5. McCormack, T. "Machismo in media research". Social problems, 25 (1978),
p.544-555.
6. Eysenck, H.J. and Nias, D.K. Sex, violence
and the media. London: M.T. Smith,
1978, p.66.
7. Ibid, p.201.
8. McCormack, op. cit.
9. Kutchinsky, B. "The effect of easy availability of pornography on the incidence of
sex crimes: the Danish experience".
Journal of social issues, 29 (1973), p.163181.
10. Carter, Bonk and Magrill, op. cit., p. 179.
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Libraries on a Shoestring
It is usually with great pride that authorities responsible for new
library facilities announce that tens of thousands or hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been spent on establishing their new
libraries. Such libraries are often prestigious projects for their originators, but it can be discouraging for small rural councils who may be
comtemplating establishing a library service to read that the new
library at X cost $100000, since they could never afford such
enormous expenditure from their limited resources.

ROBIN DOUST*

However, attractive, modern libraries
need not cost enormous sums; the
Bulawayo Public Library opened its
latest branch library in February for a
total outlay of just $2 000. As I hope the
photographs will show, this new library,
with its stock of 5 000 books, is most
attractive and is proving very popular
with local residents. Anyone can create
an excellent library if he has $100000
to spend but doing it on $2 000 is more
difficult, and since many small rural
centres could afford $2000 and would
like a library service, here are a few
suggestions on how it can be done.
Firstly, Bulawayo's Bradfield Library
is housed in one of a row of shops at the

local shopping centre. Because it shares
its side walls with adjoining shops, building costs are greatly reduced, and being
in a shopping centre, it is a natural focal
point for local people. At Bradfield, the
library rents the premises and so no
heavy capital expenditure on building
was required. Where rows of shops exist
in rural business centres, local councils
might well consider renting one so that
they may provide a library service. The
Bradfield Library occupies a shop meas*Mr Doust is Librarian, Bulawayo Public
Library
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FLATS on the roof and shops on either side all helped to keep the cost of
Bradfield Branch Library to a minimum.
Photo: R W Doust, FLA

COMFORTABLE modern chairs at minimum cost produced by reupholstering old seats — readers love them!
Photo: R W Doust, F L A
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uring approximately 25 feet by 45 feet,
which is quite adequate to house a stock
of 5 000 books.
Having acquired premises (total expenditure so far at Bradfield — $200 for the
first month's rent), the next step is to
install shelving. In Bulawayo, a local
auction sale produced a quantity of very
strong and well made matching wooden
shelf units capable of holding all the
children's and non-fiction books. These
units cost under $300. A local building
firm was commissioned to re-finish the
shelves (which made them appear new)
and to make some matching shelves to
accommodate the fiction stock. By the
time the refurbishing and new shelving
had been installed, costs had risen to a
total of approximately $1 500. In a rural
situation, simpler shelving might suffice,
and there is an opportunity for self help
in constructing shelving, perhaps with
the help of the woodwork department
of a local school, so this sum might be
considerably reduced.
At Bradfield, the only items of importance left to acquire were an issue desk,
some chairs and tables, and the books.
The issue desk was bought second hand,
and is an interesting item of library
history, as it was one of the issue counters
made for the original municipal library
services in the former African townships
of Bulawayo. The first libraries there
have now been replaced by purpose
built structures which contain new, builtin issue counters, and one of the original
desks, made of solid wood and in good
condition was kindly made available by
the municipality for the princely sum of
$25. In a rural setting, local craftsmen
could probably make a similar item new
for about the same amount, or an ordinary table would suffice as a substitute
initially.
This left the chairs and books to be
acquired for Bradfield. Because the

library there had to look nice in order to
attract fee-paying customers (the Public
Library is a subscription library), the
chairs and furniture had to look smart
and comfortable. Three rather tatty but
modern-looking chairs were therefore
acquired, and these were re-upholstered
in matching red stretch-cloth for a cost
of $15 each, and the only piece of new
furniture in the whole library (apart
from the fiction shelving) was added — a
small coffee table, costing $40. In a rural
library, steel stacking chairs and plain
tables would need to be provided in
much larger numbers to accommodate
students in the library, but such chairs
are available quite cheaply, or can often
be bought second-hand from catering
firms, who sell their old chairs, a little
tatty at the edges but still serviceable,
for about $7 each. Ticket trays for
holding issue records could be made
from shoe boxes in a rural setting, but at
Bradfield properly made ones were
manufactured by a local contractor for
$1,50 each — 10 trays being sufficient
to record up to 1 500 books on loan at a
time. A $5 wastepaper basket completed
the Bradfield Library, which was officially
opened by the Mayor of Bulawayo, Clr
N K Ndlovu, on 8 February 1982, and
has been recording brisk business ever
since.
I have notmentioned the bookstock of
the new library, because this is potentially
the biggest single expense. For the future,
the planned National Library and Documentation Service will provide basic
bookstock free of charge for rural
libraries. However, lack of stock need
not deter the foundation of a new library.
At Bradfield, the initial bookstock was
provided from the Central Library, so
no extra expenditure was incurred. In
rural areas, there are other ways of
acquiring books; an overseas charity
called the Ranfurly Library Service is
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A news report in the local newspaper
about a new library being started and
appealing for books will often produce
quite a flood of gifts, although such
donations should always be checked for
suitability before placing them in the
library, since many old books are now
quite out of date and useless, and it
would be a waste of time putting them in
stock.
It is thus quite possible to establish a
library service without incurring vast
initial expenditure — and such a service
can be just as good to the users as one
costing twenty times as much in an
expensive purpose built city library. In
Bulawayo, we are just as proud of our
new branch at Bradfield costing $2 000
as the British Council doubtless is with
its impressive new library in Harare —
and yet both libraries perform a similar
function, and both do it extremely well.
Should any readers of this article be
inspired to look further into the possibility of setting up a small rural library
with minimum expenditure, they are
welcome to contact me at Bulawayo
Public Library, P.O. Box 586, and I will
be pleased to offer any further advice or
assistance which may be necessary.

currently sending thousands of books to
Zimbabwe for free distribution to
libraries in need. Details of this scheme
may be obtained by writing to the editor
of the Zimbabwe Librarian who will put
rural librarians wanting books in touch
with the organisers in Bulawayo and
Harare.

LARGE PRINT books occupy refurbished second-hand supermarket
shelves — this bay cost only $15.
Photo: R W Doust, F L A

In addition, much free educational
material is produced by such government bodies as Agritex, and may be had
for distribution through libraries on
request to the organisation preparing
the material or to extension officers in
the field. If a small amount of money is
available for books, some very good
material is now available from local
publishers such as the .Literature
Bureau, Mambo Press (Gweru) or
Longmans (Harare). These firms will
send lists on request, or their books may
be inspected in bookshops in the main
centres. Most of their publications are
paperback and therefore very cheap —
many cost less than a dollar each — and
although they require strengthening for
library use, are relevant in content to
rural interests and needs. Many excellent books can be obtained free or very
cheaply from people leaving the country.

WE CARRY EXCELLENT STOCKS OF
Primary and Secondary School Textbooks
Supplementary Readers, Library Books
WE ARE HAPPY TO ORDER FOR YOU
anything that you do not find on our shelves
WE ARE CONTRACTORS TO THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
AND ABOVE ALL WE OFFER SERVICE

ALPHA BOOKS (PVT.) LTD.
(Formerly the S.P.C.K. Bookshop)
BOOK JACKET collage by Children's Librarian Maureen Stewart
completes the children's section. The four bays of shelving shown here cost
$30 at a public auction.

Paget House
87 Union Avenue

Phone 22553

Photo: R W Doust, /•' /, A
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P.O. Box 1056

Harare

N.L.D.S.: The Challenge for
Zimbabwe
"The services so far provided cater only for the literates in the
rural areas, with the total exclusion of illiterates, who are
in the majority."1
"But what is disturbing is the apparently nonchalant attitude
of some educated elites in positions of power who tend to relegate
libraries to the background when requested to provide the
necessary wherewithal. "2
"The tendency . . . is that the service to the rural area, while
appreciated, dwindles in priority . . . "3
"The plans are there, and they are quite ambitious and
comprehensive and would be more successful if only the
buildings were provided as planned, if the local staff were
trained and retained by attractive conditions of service, if a
literature relevant to the needs of the people were developed, and
if there were less of what someone has described as a 'depressing
indifference in high places to anything connected with libraries.' "4

ROGER STRINGER*

As we finally get near the time when a
National Library and Documentation
Service will be implemented in Zimbabwe, we, as librarians, must look at
the part we are to play in its development.
We are fortunate in some ways that
independence has come late to Zimbabwe for it gives us a chance to examine
the efforts of other African states and to
learn from their successes and failures.
The story of library services in countries
to our north has largely been a tale of
woe, as the quotations above indicate.
How can we, then, avoid a similar
situation?

Tanzania Library Service reports that
by 1976:
"The initial lack or complete absence of statistical data on which
planning could be based, inadequacy of development funds to
enable the Board to reach planned
targets on schedule, shortage of
suitably qualified and experienced
librarians, lack of follow up reading
materials in Kiswahili for new
literates, widespread unawareness
of the true role of libraries and
information, illiteracy of the vast
number of people despite the mammoth literacy campaign launched
by President Nyerere in 1970, impassable roads during the rainy
season, the soaring cost of books
and the rudimentary and unviable
local publishing industry have all

It is, in fact, only after about a ten-year
period of existence that a real feeling of
despondency emerges in the reports of
library services in these countries. All
started with high ideals, many with welldefined objectives and development
plans, yet few can point to any real
achievement. One of the few countries
to have come to terms with this is
Tanzania. The Assistant Director of the

*Mr Stringer is Librarian, Gweru Teachers'
College.
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been great constraints to library development."5
Tanzania's problems were not unique
- indeed, they show little difference
from those experienced by other countries in Africa. Their attempt to solve
them however, was — and, I believe, may
well point other library sevices — in the
right direction.
The 1963 Tanganyika Library Service
Board Act was replaced by the Tanzania
Library Service Board Act in 1975 which
widened the Board's functions.
"not only in relation to library
services but also in relation to documentation services, training of
librarians, control and supervision
over public libraries, i.e. all types of
libraries, promotion oj literacy
campaigns, stimulation of public
interest in Tanzanian literature,
promotion and development of indigenous literature and other allied
functions in relation to libraries and
literature." 6

Literacy Organisation of Zimbabwe and
the Literature Bureau, yet we must not
leave it all to them. We will be in the best
position to assist organizations such as
these and we must work closely with
them, for without our involvement, I
believe that they and we will both fail.
What I have said so far is likely to be
the major concern of the public library
service, but what of the role of the other
types of library service? I believe that
active involvement in the work of all
organizations where libraries are — or
should be — situated is the key. I feel
that we should cease to look upon libraries as simply support services and
see them as agents of development in
their own right. Can we see a school
without a library/resource centre and
believe it to be fully effective? Can we
see a college with an inadequate library
and believe it to be properly fulfilling its
role? Can we believe that our ministries
will function as efficiently as they might
without an effective library/information
system?
A library is, I believe, an integral part,
not a luxury appendage, of any activity
with which it is involved. We librarians
must be seen, not only by those we work
with but also by those we work for, as
playing so important a part in these
activities that without us they will remain
inadequate. It is only in this way that the
library service will obtain the support
necessary for its success — and ultimately
the success of the country.
As the NLDS develops, the onus will
be upon all library staff to make it work;
and this means that we do not simply
perform our routine tasks in isolation,
but that we become actively involved in
the work of the organizations of which
we are part. Libraries and librarians
must be relevant to national development — and be seen to be relevant. This
is the challenge for Zimbabwe's librari-

Tanzania's recognition of the need for
their National Library Service to be
involved in literacy campaigns and in
the promotion and development of
literature is an important step. Yet
surely these aspects should be an integral
part of any developing country's library
service. Our situation is not the same as
that of our western models where there
is a highly literate population and a welldeveloped publishing industry. Without
these two essentials it is hardly surprising
that African library services which follow
a western approach have failed.
Yet although these two major functions
are not likely to be the delegated responsibility of Zimbabwe's NLDS at
present, is there any way in which
librarians here can afford to ignore them?
We are fortunate that the infrastructure
exists in such organizations as the Adult
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Does the small print in paperback novels worry you?
These books by popular authors are now available in
large print.

• excellent hardcover quality
• an ideal gift
• start a large print book club today!

N.L.D.S.
ans. If we do not accept it, the NLDS
may well go the way of other national
library services before us.

3. Ogundipe, 0. "Rural libraries in Sierra
Leone". Rural Africana, 1 (Spr 1978),
p.29-33.
4. Ogundipe, 0. "Rural libraries in Zambia".
Rural Africana, l(Spr. 1978), p.45-49.
5. Homo, C.S. "Books and ujamaa: the Tanzania Library Service: its problems and
prospects". African Research and Documentation, 10 (1976), p.1-10.
6. Ibid.
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BRITISH COUNCIL LIBRARY
The British Council offices in Harare
were officially opened on 25 March
1982 by the British High Commissioner,
Mr Robin Byatt, on behalf of the Duke
of Gloucester who was unable to attend
owing to ill health.
The Council's activities include a book
presentation scheme (the second largest
in the world), a programme to finance
students in the United Kingdom and to
bring out lecturers and experts to Zimbabwe, and an impressive Library and
Information Centre.

THE LIFE
AND DEATH OF

DORIS
ARCHER

anyone over 20. The list has had to be
closed pending the arrival of more stock
and aspiring members have their names
added to a waiting list. The library lends
not only books but slides, cassettes and
video tapes. It covers most subject areas
but concentrates heavily on educational
topics, management studies, development studies, English language teaching
materials and appropriate technology.
It has a substantial reference collection
and an information section on Britain.
Equipment is available for slide viewing
and listening to cassettes.
Reading room. This is open to everyone
and contains a selection of British newspapers and general and specialist journals
for reading on the premises. Photocopying facilities are available.
Music library. The only section for
which a charge is made, the music
library contains cassettes of all types of
music ranging from Beethoven to the
Beatles and another consignment is
expected. The subscription is $10 a
year.
Film library. The films stocked cover a
wide range of topics such as management,
English language teaching and football
coaching. They are available on loan to
institutional borrowers. For those insti-

The library has a staff of ten, four of
whom are qualified with a further two
undergoing the City and Guilds Library
Assistants course. The Head of Library
Services is a British Librarian, Mrs
Theresa Harvey, formerly Assistant Director of the Council's Central Information Service (which provides information to all its overseas offices); she has
also worked in Iran, Venezuela and
Mexico. The other senior staff are the
Librarian, Miss Norma Alhadeff, and
Mrs Sue Worthington, Assistant
Librarian.

RICHARD TOWNSWNDHCKKS

SEA
STRIKE

The Centre has a number of sections:
Library. Membership, which currently
stands at 5000, is free and open to
I1 Cameron Finch 1214
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British Council Library
tutions without screening facilities,
arrangements can be made either for a
screening at the British Council premises
or for a member of their staff to take a
projector and show the film at the
institution concerned. Catalogues are
available for $10, with a further $2
annual subscription for updating sheets.
Textbook library. This is a reference
only library with seating facilities for 50
people. It is intended for use by students
at O and A level, particularly those
studying by correspondence. Books or
tables may be reserved either by telephone or by calling in person. There are
queues for entry every morning and it is
full every day.
Study Centre. Seating is available for
150 people with their own books who
need a quiet place to study.
Auditorium, This will be used for film
shows, recitals, lectures, courses and

seminars. Student activities will be held
for members of the Textbook Library.
When not in use, it will be available for
hire at the discretion of the British
Council.
Of particular interest to librarians will
be the library's substantial collection of
books, tapes, slides and films on library
and information science, which are available for loan. It has British books in print
on microfiche and a comprehensive
collection of British publishers' catalogues and library equipment catalogues.
The staff will be pleased to assist any
other library with bibliographical enquiries and to enable local librarians to
gain experience in using various items of
library equipment, such as the Caramate
(a device for using tape/slide packs) and
microfiche reader. They would also be
willing to demonstrate the library security
system.

(B. TOWNSEND & CO. (PVT.) LTD.)

FOR PROMPT SERVICE
NEW BOOKS, PERIODICALS, STATIONERY AND
LOTTERY TICKETS:
Ambassador House, Union Avenue, Salisbury
Phones 24611,26679
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BOOKS AIRFREIGHTED FROM U.K.
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Library Extension in Zimbabwe
Report of the 22nd Annual General Meeting and Conference of the Zimbabwe
Library Association
The Conference was held at the new British Council premises in
Harare from 24-25 April 1982 and attended by over 70 members from
various centres in Zimbabwe. The Matabeleland Branch sent a
particularly strong contingent and a welcome guest was Mr F Chimulu,
Secretary of the Malawi Library Association, who brought his association's greetings to the meeting.
Councillor Tizirai Gwata, Mayor of
Harare, opened the conference after
which the keynote address was delivered
by the Deputy Minister of Education
and Culture (Primary), Senator Tsitsi
Munyati. Then followed in rapid succession the A.G.M., a lively civic reception
hosted by the Mayor and the conference
dinner at which Professor Philip Ridler,
Head of Computing Science at the
University of Zimbabwe, enlightened
guests on the applications of computers
to information science. The hilarity which
greeted his address was no doubt augmented by the fact that the wine order
had been mysteriously doubled during
the course of the dinner. (The mystery
was subsequently solved without prejudice to the association's finances.)

superb reception to mark the end of the
proceedings.

Deputy Minister's Address
The subject of Senator Munyati's
address was "The establishment of libraries in rural areas". She said that in
keeping with Government's socialist
philosophy, it was committed to the
provision of free universal education to
be effected by all formal and non-formal
means available. In the achievement of
this goal, library facilities would have to
reach the rural areas where 80 per cent
of the population resided. High priority
had therefore been accorded to the
establishment of 55 district culture
houses from which a free national library
service would operate, and the expansion
of book provision to schools to a minimum
stock of 8 000 volumes for every 1 000
pupils at secondary school level. The
rural service, which would form part of
the planned National Library and Documentation Service, would be supported
by mobile libraries and a postal lending
service.
A project plan for the N.D.L.S. had
been submitted to the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development for approval. The documentation
section would provide information to all
levels of users to promote economic,

The next morning, papers on the
theme The way ahead: library extension
in Zimbabwe were read by Mr. Bradshaw
Mushonga, Senior Government Librarian
(who stood in at the last minute for Mr
John Mapondera, Deputy Chief Cultural
Officer), Mr James Biscoe, Extension
Specialist in Agritex, and Mrs Betty
Mtero, Director of Projects, Ministry of
Community Development and Women's
Affairs. The conference was closed by
the British Council Representative, Mr
Colin Perchard, who then laid on a
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NATIONAL FREE LIBRARY
OF ZIMBABWE
BULAWAYO
Applications are invited from suitably qualified and
experienced librarians for the post of
HEAD, LOCAL LENDING AND REFERENCE
DEPARTMENT
Salary scale: $9072 x $432 to $11 232
Applicants should be Chartered Librarians or hold a degree
or higher diploma in library science and have experience of
loan circulation and reference work. The ability to handle
scientific and technical enquiries will be an advantage.
Benefits include pension and medical aid schemes and
holiday bonus (minimum one month's salary).
Apply in writing with full curriculum vitae and copies of two
recent testimonials or names of two referees not later than
20TH AUGUST, 1982, to

THE LIBRARIAN,

P.O. BOX 1773
BULAWAYO
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Amendment to Section X(b). Annual
subscriptions shall be due on 1 January
each year, provided that if a rate of
subscription is increased at an Annual
General Meeting, the increased rate
shall be effective from 1 January of the
year in which the Annual General Meeting is held and any balance of subscription resulting therefrom shall be due on
the day following the Annual General
Meeting.

social, industrial and agricultural development. An emergency training programme for library assistants to man the
culture houses and mobile libraries was
envisaged. The success of the service
would depend upon careful readership
surveys to determine the needs of
potential readers, their locality, numbers
and accessibility. It would also be
essential to liaise with rural councils and
various ministries such as Youth, Sport
and Recreation and Community Development and Women's Affairs to
ensure maximum effectiveness.

Elections

Annual General Meeting
The following were the most important
features of the meeting:
Amendments to the constitution
Addition to Section V(f>The Annual
Report and Statement of Acounts shall
be circulated to all members at least
fourteen days before the Annual General
Meeting.
Addition to Section XII (b)(iii). Amendments to the constitution shall be circulated to all members at least fourteen
days before the meeting at which they
are to be considered, and shall be
approved by a two thirds majority of
those present.
Amendment to Section X(a). Subscriptions
Personal members earning per annum
$4 000 or less
$5,00
$4 001-$7000
$7,50
$7 001-$10 000
$10,00
Over $10 000
$15,00
Full-time students, not
gainfully employed
$2,50
Corresponding members $5,00
Not gainfully employed
in libraries or information
centres
$5,00
Institutional members
Schools
$5,00
Other
$10,00
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The following council members were
elected unapposed:
Chairman: S M Made
Vice-Chairman: N Johnson
Hon. Secretary: Miss R Molam
Hon. Treasurer: Mrs D J Grant
Hon. Editor: Miss P A Francis

Conference
Community library services
Mr Mushonga's talk on "Library
extension in Zimbabwe" focused on the
library's role in alleviating community
problems in rural areas. He said that
differences between urban and rural
areas in their information requirements
were more a question of accent than
essence. A lack of information on how to
obtain basic essentials such as housing,
education and employment was an
important feature of deprivation; and
the success of programmes designed to
alleviate deprivation and promote development would depend in part on
public awareness of them.
In urban areas, there were several
agencies providing information and
advice (e.g. the Citizen's Advice Bureau
and the Consumer Council) and librarians should plan their activities to
complement existing services. In rural
areas, however, they would have to
initiate activity and become involved
with local and rural councils and committees. Apart from providing study and
recreational reading and a reference
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The eldest daughter, who was sixteen or seventeen at the time, was very musical. In the
evenings she used to close the door of the parlour and play the piano alone to herself in the
gloaming. Occasionally after one of these sessions she would emerge lookinq puzzled
and uneasy to say that she was sure that the room was haunted. She used to get trie feeling
that someone or something was in the room
with her, and once she burst out more than
usually agitated, claiming that she had
distinctly felt something stirring her long skirt
as it hung round the piano stool. No one
paid much attention to her stories, for she
was imaginatively inclined, and at an age
when a girl likes to tint her everyday life
with glowing colours. One hot afternoon
Mrs. Bam retired to the parlour herself,
and locked the door feeling as many
mothers have before and since, that if she
didn't get away from it all for five
minutes, something was going to snap,
She lay down on the sofa, put up her
feet closed her eyes and tried to relax,
After a few moments she heard a rustle
from the direction of the piano. Reluctantly she opened her eyes, to see the
head of a snake peeping over the
piano top. Too surprised to
move, she lay absolutely still
while a long and very
beautiful green snake
eased itself up on
to the lid. It looked
jade and it
like polished
light
had
golden
eves.
ful aplomb
With gracethe snake slid
confidently along
the piano till it came to
the bowl of violets. Here
between the leaves and fowers,
it lifted its head, nosed its way
and presently Mrs. Bain heard the soft
sound of the snake drinking. So at last
the mystery of the water in the violets
was explained! It strikes me as unjust,
somehow, that snakes are forever being
represented as the villains of the animal
hardship and are preyed on mercilessly
world. They, too, have their fair share of
to parasites — there is a particular
by other creatures. Nor are they immune
snakes alone. My brother-in-law, Lloyd,
species of tick that feeds on snakes and
once watched a snake being killed by a
flock of hens. It had entered the fowl-run
presumably to steal eggs or chicks, but was
spotted by one of the bright-eyed ladies
who cackled out a warning to her sisters,
and in no time at all the snake was
matter how desperately the snake whirled
surrounded by a circle of murderous hens. No
and struck out there was always one hen behind it, ready to stab it with her beak. After
each strike the snake has a moment of helplessness while it gathers its coils together
once more, and the hens were quick to seize this advantage. They finally succeeded in pecking it
to death. I once had a white leghorn called Pollen who could devoure a snake whole.
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service, the librarian should be prepared
to assist villagers with writing letters
and filling in forms, explaining the wording of documents or letters, advise on
courses of action and promote literacy.
Although he should avoid identification
with any particular group, he should
provide facilities for promoting causes,
space for public meetings and assistance
with displays or audiovisual presentations. In short, he should be involved in
the day-to-day activities of all sections
of the community if they required it. All
interest groups should be catered for.
It was essential therefore that an
interest in and knowledge of rural problems should rank high in the selection
criteria for rural librarians.

nurtured the abilities of the people to
innovate and discover and guided them
towards higher productivity. The critical
factor was transmitting the principles in
such a way that farmers developed the
skills of effective inquiry and problem
solving, not merely teaching individuals
specific techniques.
The role of the culture houses in
achieving this goal was to get the information to the people. Agritex produced a large quantity of information, as
did other agencies, in both printed and
audiovisual form — a wasted effort if it
did not reach the people or if they were
unable to use it even if it did. Thus an
important element of extension strategy
should be facilitating learning skills and
culture houses could assist by being
locally based, accessible sources of relevant material. They should not restrict
their provision of information to printed
material but should be centres for radio
listening groups, distance learning and,
above all, places where the target audience could respond to what they had
read or heard.
It was obvious that the people charged
with running culture houses would have
to be extraordinarily well motivated and
equipped to facilitate the innovative
uses that should be made of their resources. Mr Biscoe suggested that if
librarians did not think of themselves as
agents of change in the active sense, the
opportunity to branch out had arrived.

Agricultural extension
Mr Biscoe, whose paper was entitled
"Culture houses and agricultural extension", introduced his subject by noting
that past extension policies had not
succeeded in benefiting the massses.
Competent farmers (and competent
correlated with wealthy) were more likely
to respond to external agents, who in
turn found them rewarding to work with;
in what was known as "trickle down",
the less competent were then expected
to learn by example from the competent.
The result of the policy was a small elite
while the masses remained poor, with a
virtually non-existent middle class. A
change in extension policy away from
the elite and trickle down policy towards
a mass, "bottom up" policy was in
progress. However, the size of the present
target audience would overwhelm the
available staff.
The solution did not lie in the employment of a vast army of extension officers
implementing an authoritarian system
which would enforce higher productivity;
coercion did not induce innovation and
productivity. It lay in a system which

Community development
Mrs Mtero spoke on "The role of
libraries in community development".
The process of community development aimed at developing the growth
inherent in each human being and maximising self-determination in individuals
and communities. In her opinion, the
non-directive approach was the most
successful, although stimulation from
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For convenience, literacy programmes
should be started where libraries were
set up. The literature provided should
be appropriate to rural activities such as
vegetable production, good health practices, water supplies and grain storage.

without was necessary because, without
exposure to what was available, people
could not be expected to feel a need for
it; and without exposure to objectives
and methods, they could not perceive
them or make a choice. Within this
framework, the response should be to
people's expressed needs and priorities,
with their involvement in programme
planning.
Libraries and reading were important
in promoting education, enabling people
to acquire the knowledge, attitudes,
skills and resources necessary to realise
their potential and to participate in
development.
Rural people were probably the most
deprived in terms of access to information. It was not fair to., label them
ignorant, because they had not been
exposed to information to overcome
their ignorance. The establishment of
information centres would solve this
problem by providing information on
their origins, their environment, its
natural resources, their government and
on other countries. Because of the prevalence of illiteracy, audiovisual materials
should also be available. It was essential
to use the vernacular in this exercise.
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What they didn't teach in library school
The fifth in a series of practical hints for library assistants,
by Robin Doust.
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with a draft for the amount required, the
counter clerk laughed in his face and
very rudely told him to get out and stop
wasting her time. I suspect it may have
been the young man's first visit to the
bank, and after his humiliating experience it was probably his last.
"What has this to do with libraries?"
you may ask. The answer is a great deal.
Zimbabwe is already witnessing a big

Some time ago, I was in the foreign
exchange section of a well-known local
bank. In front of me was a young African
who produced a cutting from a South
African newspaper advertising a very
cheap camera, for which he wanted a
bank draft. The poor man was obviously
quite unaware of the exchange control
regulations, but instead of politely explaining why she could not provide him
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expansion in the education process, and
one of the immediate consequences is a
vast upsurge in demand for library services. Unfortunately, due to the very
poor provision of library services in the
past, many of those potential readers
who are now coming into our libraries in
search of reading material are completely
ignorant of how libraries work. From my
own experience while manning a new
branch library in Bulawayo for a few
days early this year, people come in
thinking that the library is j ust some sort
of book exchange, or that it is a book
shop, or they think that once they have
joined they can take as many books as
they like and never return them.
Faced with a stream of people with
such strange ideas, library staff can
sometimes become impatient — and yet
one impatient reply to a hesitant enquiry
from someone who has never before
seen a library can discourage that person
from library usage for life, just as I am
sure the young man in the bank will be
deterred from going there again. It is
important, therefore, that library assistants in all types of library should be
patient and polite to anyone who is
obviously on his first visit to his
library. All too often, after a few weeks
training in the library, assistants seem to
think they have learned everything about
their library, and they come to look on
the humble, ignorant reader as a lesser
beast which exists for the sole purpose
of being impressed by the library
assistant's seemingly limitless knowledge
of the library.
Thus, on entering such a library, you
are ignored by the desk assistant, who, if
he notices you at all, will look down his
nose at you, and then haughtily continue
his conversation with another member
of staff as though you were not there. If
you dare to force yourself onto his

consciousness by asking for help in
finding a book, he will blind you with
science by talking airily about catalogues
and bibliographies, and then, like a
conjuror pulling a rabbit from a hat, will
(if you are lucky) produce the required
book from nowhere, leaving you suitably
impressed with his skill in the library,
but none the wiser as to how to find the
books yourself.
How much pleasanter it is instead to
enter a library in which the assistant
smiles at you and wishes you "good
morning" — you have to smile back, and
it puts you in a good mood for the rest of
your visit to the library, especially if it is
the first time you have been there. If the
assistant then takes the trouble to show
you how to use the catalogue and how
the classification system works, then
you begin to feel that the library is a
friendly place which is really there to
help you — and you might even be able
to find books on your next visit without
having to ask.
Well, dear reader, which sort of
librarian are you. Do you ignore your
readers, or do you smile at them and
wish them good morning? If a scruffylooking stranger comes in, are you rude
to him in the hope that he will leave
quickly, or do you give him a quick talk
about your library's services and try to
put him at ease? Above all, once you
have learned a little about library organisation, do you hoard that knowledge
like a miser with a chest of gold, or do
you go out of your way to pass it on to as
many users of your library as you can?
Think about it, and if, as a result, just
one reader gets a smile instead of a
scowl from one of you, or one new reader
is encouraged to join instead of being
frightened away for ever, then these few
words will have served their purpose.
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International books in print 19811982: English language titles
published outside the United
States and the United Kingdom.
Munich: K G Saur, 1981. 2 vols.
ISSN 0170-9348: DM 398
(Z$120 approx.)

Sometimes it's hard
to see clearly...
FOCUS ON YOUR
FIELD WITH

Biological Abstracts

The second edition of this work,
completely revised and updated, appeared at the end of 1981, some two years
after the 1979 edition which was described as an annual publication. The
delay in production seems to be due to
the creation of a permanent data bank of
records for continual updating, and the
recataloguing of existing entries using
the decisions of ACCR II with minor
modifications — a commendable undertaking.
An author/title index, listing approximately 90 000 English language titles
from 94 countries, comprises the main
body of the work. It includes the complete current production of international
bodies such as UNESCO, the WHO, the
FAO and OPEC, microforms, audiovisual materials and non-trade literature
such as research reports. Maps, music
scores and school textbooks are excluded.
There is a useful guide to publishers arranged by an acronym derived from the
name of the country of origin (in which
Zimbabwe and Sri Lanka are anachronistically listed under rh and ce respectively, while Namibia appears under sz.)
Zimbabwean librarians should find this
a valuable bibliographical tool, bringing
together as it does the English language
output of most third world countries as
well as that of major continental European
scientific publishers.
"The future of IBIP depends to a
certain extent on the co-operation of the
publishing industry", in the words of its
editor: it is to be hoped that the industry
will co-operate as the value of the work
lies in its prompt appearance and currency,
p. A. F.

When more Information is needed, turn to
Biological Abstracts in either Its printed or
computerized form. Biological Abatract*
serves all life . scientists — agricultural
scientists, medical researchers,
toxicologists, biotechnologists, microbiologists
— and the specialists
in your field.
For a brochure on
Biological Abstrscts
and your tree copy of
The BIOSIS Information
System: A Self-Teaching
Outline, contact: BIOSIS
User Services,
•
2100 Arch St.,
Phila., PA
19103-1399.

The Morley Book Co. Ltd.
Elmfield Road
Morley
Leeds LS27 ONN
Tel: 0532 53811 Telex: 55304
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IN BRIEF
SADIS HQ for Zimbabwe

liament) has been appointed Regional
Director Northern at Queen Victoria
Museum on a temporary basis until the
position, recently advertised, has been
filled.
Dr F P Matipano was appointed
Deputy Director of National Archives in
March. Until his return to Zimbabwe, he
was an academic historian in the United
States.
Mrs Jill Humphries joined the
Archives in May and one of her duties
will be the compilation of the Zimbabwe
national bibliography from 1931 to 1960.
New appointments at the University
of Zimbabwe Library include Mr Enoch
Chipunza (formerly of the British
Council Library) and Miss Ratna Bardolia, who qualified in 1980 as a chartered librarian in London. Mrs Cathy
Matsika and Mrs Joyce Gozo have
been promoted to the grade of Assistant
Librarian at UZ, the latter succeeding
Mrs Sue Alcock who resigned from the
Medical Library for the birth of her
daughter.

The joint PADIS/SADEX Consultative Meeting of Information and Documentation Scientists, Policy Makers,
Researchers and Experts on Technical
Co-operation from Southern African
Governments was held in Harare (then
Salisbury) from 22-26 February 1982.
The meeting was attended by delegates
and observers from the SADCC countries
and organisations such as SWAPO,
PADIS and the Southern African Development Information/Documentation
Exchange (SADEX) of the African Bibliographic Center in Washington DC.
The main purpose of the meeting was
to prepare the ground for the establishment of the Southern African Documentation and Information System (SADIS),
a regional information network which
would be formed under the auspices of
PADIS. The meeting passed a number
of resolutions, the most important of
which from Zimbabwe's point of view
was that the SADIS headquarters should
be based in Harare. The proceedings
will be published in due course.

Zimbabwe Publishing House
• New History Books

•

Zimbabwe: A New History, for upper primary
level readers, offers a different interpretation and choice of content to any history
book previously published — truly Zimbabwe's story.
A Picture History of Zimbabwe, illustrated
by Linos G. Mushambi, with minimal text,
directed toward lower and middle primary
level readers.

Pains of Gold, a novel by S.L.B. Kajuna
Runako Munjodzi, a novel in Shona by N.M.
Mtasa
Umzenzi Kakhalelwa, a novel in Ndebele by
Lucy Mazibuko

• General Titles •
The Struggle for Zimbabwe, by David Martin
and Phyllis Johnson, with a Foreword by
Prime Minister Robert Mugabe
How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, by
Walter Rodney
Mozambique: Sowing the Seeds of Revolution, by Samora Machel
Nyerere of Tanzania, by William E. Smith
Battlefront Namibia, by John ya Otto
Bandiet: Seven Years in a South African
Prison, by Hugh Lewin
History of Munhumutapa. by S.I. Mudenge
Great Zimbabwe: Described and Explained,
by Peter Garlake
Struggle for
Cooperatives
Weinrich

the Land: A History of
in Zimbabwe, by A.K.H.

Education for a National Culture, by Ngugi
wa Thiongo

• Children's Books •
Tagutapadare: Poems for Children, in Shona
and English, by Solomon M. Mutswairo

Study tour

Errata

Mrs Angeline Kamba, Director of
National Archives, spent most of May in
the United States and the United Kingdom on a study tour of records centres,
archival institutions and libraries. Her
trip was sponsored by the African
American Institute and the British
Council. In London, she was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Britain
Zimbabwe Society.

There were two errors in the last issue
of the journal (vol. 13, no. 3-4):
— Mr Roger Stringer's name should
be substituted for that of Mr S M
Made in the list of members of the
Public Library Committee set up at
the inaugural meeting of the National
Library and Documentation Council
(p.55). Mr Stringer is Librarian of
Gweru Teachers' College.
— The course attended by Mr O T
Mupawaenda at Leeds Polytechnic
School of Librarianship ran from 24
September to 30 November, not 30
October as recorded (p.47).

Appointments
The Hon. President of the ZLA,
Mr E E Burke (retired Director of
National Archives and Librarian of Par-
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• ZPH Writers Series •
Up in Arms, poetry by Chenjerai Hove
Waiting for the Rain, a novel by Charles Mungoshi
Coming of the Dry Season, short stories by
Charles Mungoshi
House of Hunger, a novel by Dambudzo
Marechera
Petals of Blood, a novel by Nquai wa
Thiongo

Tutti and the Magic Bird, a children's story
by Julia Boyd-Harveyand Marjorie Bereza
Why the Cock Crows, a children's story by
Tendai Makura and Varaidzo Manzwei
Makura
Masharirwe Akaitwa Jongwe, a children's
story in Shona by T. Makura and V.M. Makura
ANTS: A magazine for the children of Zimbabwe.
Zimbabwe Publishing House
P.O. Box BW-350, Harare
Telephone 790148

"Zimbabwe's progressive publisher"

